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INTRODUCTION

 Applications of engineered TiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) in paints are widespread.
 Little data exist on the fate of NPs released from painted surfaces.
 Numerous challenges in complex environmental media: (1) very low concentrations,

i.e. ng/L levels, (2) high size detection limits, and (3) the difficulty of distinguishing
engineered TiO2 from naturally occurring Ti-containing NPs.

 This study investigates the release of TiO2 NPs from painted surfaces under natural
Canadian weathering conditions using two different ICP-MS technologies:
 High sensitivity magnetic sector-field ICP-MS for improved size detection limit,

 High-speed time-of-flight ICP-MS for multi-element NP analysis in order to
distinguish engineered NPs used in paints from pre-existing NPs in the natural
precipitation matrix.
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 By using a high-speed, TOF ICP-MS, we found that TiO2 NPs in liquid paint were
mostly pure, but sometimes associated with Al (< 20%) and rarely with Zr.

 Use of high sensitivity magnetic sector field
ICP-MS led to lowering the size detection
limits below 20 nm for TiO2 NPs.
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Peak of 16 nm TiO2

(dry aerosol)

NP

Size detection limit (nm)

Reported 

(literature)

High sensitivity SF ICP-MS

Wet aerosol Dry aerosol

Ag 15 4.7 3.5

CeO2 20 4.3 3.1

TiO2 50 18.7 11.6

ZnO 33 16.2 7.0

TiO2 NPs in liquid paint before sonication

TiO2 NPs in liquid paint after sonication

 However, when TiO2 NPs leached into Milli-Q water from painted surfaces, TiO2 was
found in pure form only, whereas Al came out as (mostly) dissolved.

 IMPLICATIONS: Al might be loosely associated with TiO2 NPs in liquid paint (via the
paint matrix), but upon weathering of painted panels, it leached out as dissolved
along with pure TiO2 NPs.

 How does paint and Montreal rainwater compare to samples of natural origin?

 TiO2 NPs released from painted surfaces could be characterized with size detection
limits as low as 12 nm.

 Using high-speed SP-ICP-TOF-MS, it was possible to gain insight into the full
chemical composition of Ti-NPs in liquid paint; following their weathering; and
those pre-existing in snow/rain matrix.

 Simultaneous multi-element data could be effectively used to assess the extent of
NP purification or to identify the origin of the particles.

EngineeredNatural

% Ti/NP (excluding non-metallic elements)

(assuming purity as an indicator for origin of NPs)

 How about Ti-NPs pre-existing in the snow/rain? Are they made up of pure Ti or
multiple elements?
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Desolvating membranes (Aridus II, Apex Omega) for dry 
aerosol generation.

Filtration (0.45 µm)

Single particle ICP-MS/ICP-TOF-MS data acquisition

Magnetic sector field ICP-MS 

AttoM ES, Nu Instruments

•High sensitivity (> 1,000,000 cps/ppb In),
•Fast data acquisition at very short dwell

time (down to 10 µs),
•50 µs dwell time used for this study.

Time of flight ICP-MS 

Vitesse, Nu Instruments

• Uninterrupted high-speed data acquisition 
(5-30 µs/single mass spectrum acquisition),

• Similar sensitivity to quadrupole based 
instruments,

• 75 µs/spectra (3 summed acquisitions).

wood panel

applied paint

(contains TiO2 NPs)

vertically 
positioned

17 weeks

samples for analysis

Winter/Summer 2018

Data was processed using a research oriented software (Nu Quant (Vitesse), Nu 
Instruments)
allowing optimization of NP peak search parameters:

- Smoothing width and iterations for accurate background evaluation
- NP peak threshold 

and quality control of reported peaks.

Single particle ICP-MS/ICP-TOF-MS data processing

Data was processed using research oriented software: 
NuQuant, Nu Instruments ; optimization of NP peak search via
• Data smoothing for accurate background evaluation, including local 

peak background calculations,
• Setting NP peak threshold based on background evaluations,
• Quality control of reported peaks, e.g. peak co-incidence,  background artefacts,
• Calculation and reporting of element coincidences per NP by mass or molarity.
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• >30% of NPs had <99% purity level
• Association with metals such as Si, 

Al and Fe.
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Rain – Montreal
Peaks of Ti-Fe-containing NPs

Fe-56
Al-27
Ti-48
Si-28
Mn-55
V-51
Zn-66

6 metals associated in one particle (<450 nm)e.g. a representative NP peak from a sample
of Iceland glacier (near volcano)

(natural sample with minimum 
urban/industrial contamination)

Ti-48
Al-27

Ti and Al do not co-occur in leachate, and Al is mostly dissolved


